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ABSTRACT: Ga-exchanged H-MFI zeolites are highly active for
the dehydrogenation of light alkanes; however, both the nature of
the active gallium species and the associated dehydrogenation
mechanism have been difficult to establish. In this study, we
examine the activity of Ga species in Ga/H-MFI by calculating the
free energy landscapes on which all reactions occur. To this end,
we use a hybrid quantum mechanics/molecular mechanics model
for all electronic structure calculations. Quantum chemical
calculations were carried out with a range-corrected functional
and a good representation of dispersive interactions. The
molecular mechanics part of our approach captures the long-
range effects of Coulombic and dispersive interactions due to atoms in the extended framework. The rate-determining TS
(RDTS) is identified by analysis of the free energy landscape for each mechanism, using the energetic span model. Our analysis
reveals that, for reduced Ga/H-MFI, univalent and divalent gallium hydrides, [GaH2]

+ and [GaH]2+, respectively, are more active
for ethane dehydrogenation in comparison to H+ sites and Ga+ sites. [GaH]2+ sites consistently emerge as the most active sites
for light alkane dehydrogenation, providing significant enthalpic stabilization to C−H cleavage TSs via alkyl and carbenium
dehydrogenation routes. In contrast, carbenium-like C−H cleavage TSs occurring on Brønsted acid sites are enthalpically less
favorable due to their limited electronic interactions with framework O atoms and H+ sites. Activation enthalpy barriers for
dehydrogenation determined using the energetic span analysis are in good agreement with those measured experimentally.
Accounting for entropy of activation reveals that constrained TSs become less favorable in free energy with increasing chain
length. We also find that an increase in enthalpic favorability of the alkyl mechanism is observed with increasing chain length for
the TS responsible for the second C−H cleavage step leading to alkene formation.

KEYWORDS: dehydrogenation, hydrides, molecular catalysis, zeolites, DFT, light alkanes, gallium

1. INTRODUCTION

The dehydroaromatization of C2−C4 light alkanes derived from
naphtha cracking and natural gas is an attractive process for the
production of aromatics, principally benzene, toluene, and
xylene (BTX), important feedstocks for the petrochemical and
fuel industries,1,2 and there are now several commercial
processes for light alkane dehydroaromatization: e.g., the
Cyclar Process (developed by BP and UOP) and the
Aroforming Process2 (developed by IFP and Salutec), all of
which use zeolites as catalysts. Of the various zeolites
considered, MFI has been found to be particularly well suited
for alkane dehydroaromatization because it has a 3-D topology
and microporous structure of an intermediate size, which
minimizes deactivation due to coke formation.3 Although the
protonated form of MFI, H-MFI, is capable of dehydroaroma-
tization of light alkanes, it exhibits low selectivity due to the
prevalence of undesired cracking routes.4,5 Significant enhance-
ment in the yield of BTX products can be achieved by
modifying H-MFI with metals, such as Pt, Ru, Zn, Mo, and
Ga.6,7 Because Ga-exchanged H-MFI (Ga/H-MFI) is highly
selective and stable under industrially relevant conditions for

light alkane dehydroaromatization,8 considerable effort has
been devoted to understanding the structure and function of
gallium species in Ga/H-MFI. The general consensus9,10 is that
both Brønsted acid and Ga-based Lewis acid sites in Ga/H-MFI
are required to promote the dehydroaromatization of light
alkanes.5

Prior studies have shown that alkane dehydroaromatization
begins with alkane dehydrogenation to form alkenes, which
then undergo oligomerization and dehydrogenation of the
resulting products to produce aromatic compounds. Given the
importance of alkane dehydrogenation as the first step in the
overall dehydroaromatization process and the identification of
Ga cations as the active center for promoting this initial
reaction, considerable effort has been devoted to identifying the
composition and structure of extraframework Ga cations and
their role in the dehydrogenation of alkanes to alkenes.
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The structure and oxidation state of extraframework Ga
species has been investigated experimentally using a variety of
techniques.11−13 EXAFS11 characterization suggests that Ga3+

cations may be present as hydride species in the presence of
hydrogen or ethane, such as monovalent [GaH2]

+ and divalent
[GaH]2+ cations.11 The observation of IR bands at 2040 and
2060 cm−1 for Ga−H stretches in [GaH2]

+ and [GaH]2+,
respectively, supports the presence of these species in Ga/H-
MFI under reducing conditions.12,13 Further evidence for the
formation of [GaH2]

+ has been deduced from pulsed-reaction
studies of propane dehydrogenation, in which it was observed
that the ratio of H2 formed to propane consumed increased and
reached a value of 1:1 with an increasing number of pulses.14

These data were interpreted to suggest that [GaO]+ cations
were reduced in situ by propane to form [GaH2]

+, a conclusion
that was supported by temperature-programmed reduction
experiments.15 The role of Ga+ in the dehydrogenation of light
alkanes has also been proposed on the basis of the observation
of a low-energy feature in the Ga-edge XANES spectra of
reduced Ga/H-MFI and has been extensively invoked in
subsequent studies.11,16,17 It is notable, though, that recent
work has found that the observed shift in edge energy is likely
due to a change in the coordination of Ga3+ under reducing
conditions and not to the reduction of Ga3+ to Ga+.18 As a
consequence, the role of Ga+ in promoting the dehydrogen-
ation of light alkanes is brought into question and requires
further consideration.
Density functional theory (DFT) calculations have also been

widely used to explore the composition of active extraframe-
work Ga species and their relevance to light alkane
dehydrogenation over Ga/H-MFI. It is notable that both
reduced and oxidized Ga cations have been considered as active
centers for alkane dehydrogenation by various studies. Some of
the extraframework exchanged cations reported in the literature
include reduced, isolated species (Ga+, [GaH]2+, and
[GaH2]

+)19−21 and oxidized mononuclear ([GaO]+ 22−24 and
[GaHOH]+ 2 5 ) and b i nu c l e a r ( [Ga 2O 2 ]

2 + and
[Ga2O2H2]

2+ 22−24) species.
Early DFT studies by Pidko, Van Santen, and co-workers on

reduced Ga species focused on the dehydrogenation of ethane
on [GaH2]

+ and Ga+ sites using a T8 cluster modeled at the
DFT/B3LYP/6-31G** level.19 The results of this work suggest
that [GaH2]

+ is inactive for ethane dehydrogenation and that
this species is eventually converted to Ga+, which is predicted
to be thermodynamically favored under dehydroaromatization
conditions at 823 K (ΔGrxn = −18 kcal/mol). Both [GaH2]

+

and Ga+ were shown to be capable of promoting ethane
dehydrogenation via mechanisms involving alkyl intermediates
(alkyl gallium hydrides). The predicted value of the apparent
activation energy for ethane dehydrogenation was found to be
significantly higher for [GaH2]

+ (62 kcal/mol) than for Ga+ (56
kcal/mol). The energetics of ethane dehydrogenation over
[GaH2]

+ have also been investigated using small cluster models
of [GaH2]

+ containing 5−22 framework tetrahedral atoms and
different levels of theory by Nascimento and co-workers.26,27

The apparent activation energies reported in these studies
range from 54 to 65 kcal/mol. It is notable that all of the
predicted activation barriers for ethane dehydrogenation over
univalent sites ([GaH2]

+ and Ga+) are significantly larger than
the experimentally measured activation barrier of 39 kcal/mol
for this process on H-MFI-supported gallium oxide.28 The
authors of this experimental study also note that, for conditions
where deactivation and transport effects can be ruled out, the

apparent activation energy decreases to 30.5 kcal/mol, which
can be attributed to the formation of well-dispersed and active
Ga-exchanged sites in Ga/H-MFI upon in situ reduction.5

Joshi et al.21,25 have proposed that univalent [GaH2]
+ sites

are inactive for ethane dehydrogenation and that dehydrogen-
ation requires divalent [GaH]2+ sites that charge compensate
pairs of framework Al atoms in Ga/H-MFI. These Ga sites
were found to be active for ethane dehydrogenation via two
different types of mechanisms: carbenium and alkyl. Figure 1

shows that alkane C−H bond dissociation can lead to either a
carbenium or an alkyl intermediate. C−H bond activation to
form an alkyl intermediate can be envisioned as both electrons
being retained on the activated carbon (α-C), whereas C−H
bond activation to form a carbenium intermediate results in
both electrons being retained on the hydrogen being cleaved,
rather than on the α-C. Joshi et al. have proposed21,25 that a
carbenium-type mechanism involving an ethoxide intermediate
is the preferred pathway for ethane dehydrogenation. Although
routes involving alkyl activation were also investigated, these
routes were found to have a larger activation barrier in
comparison to those for the carbenium mechanism.21,25 The
authors also noted that not all framework configurations
involving two Al atoms produced equally active [GaH]2+ sites
at 823 K and that, to achieve an optimal activity, the Al−Al pair
combination needed to be separated by more than 0.55 nm.
The role of the distance between pairs of Al atoms has also

been discussed in other theoretical studies. Pidko et al. have
reported that [GaH]2+ sites associated with distant Al atoms
that are 0.81 nm apart are unstable and are likely to rearrange
into Ga+ and H+.19 Later DFT studies by Zhidomirov and co-
workers examined oxidized Ga species23,24,29 proposed to be
present in Ga/H-MFI treated with H2O, O2, or N2O.

16,30,31

The authors observed that partially reduced binuclear clusters
in the form of [Ga2O2H2]

2+ associated with pairs of Al atoms
that are 0.72−0.75 nm apart could also be highly active for
ethane dehydrogenation via alkyl Ga hydride mediated
pathways.23 The activation barriers for ethane dehydrogenation
predicted in this work were found to be lower than those for
reduced Ga+ and [GaH2]

+ sites but closer to the values
predicted by Joshi and Thomson for active [GaH]2+ sites in the
aforementioned studies.
The preceding discussion shows that both oxidized and

reduced forms of Ga have been found to be active for alkane
dehydrogenation, and the mechanism by which this reaction
occurs has been analyzed via DFT calculations. It should be
noted, though, that only reduced sites have been found under
the conditions where Ga/H-MFI is utilized for light alkane
dehydroaromatization,5,12,32 whereas oxidized sites23,33−37 (e.g.,

Figure 1. Illustrations of σ-C−H dissociation which can occur through
either an “alkyl activation” route or a “carbenium activation” route.
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[Ga2O2]
2+, [GaO]+, [Ga2O2H2]

2+) are only stable in the
presence of H2O, O2, or N2O,

16,30,31 and such sites undergo
reduction under reaction conditions used for dehydroaromati-
zation.5,38 However, even for reduced Ga sites there is a lack of
consensus regarding which species (e.g., Ga+, [GaH2]

+, and
[GaH]2+) are most active and the mechanism (i.e., alkyl versus
carbenium) by which the dehydrogenation of ethane and other
light alkanes occurs on Ga/H-MFI. A closely related question
not addressed in previous theoretical studies is the extent to
which the conclusions drawn are a consequence of the choice
of cluster used to represent the zeolite as well as the level of
theory used. These are relevant issues, since previous studies
have shown that calculated activation barriers can decrease by
as much as 15 kcal/mol when the number of atoms in the
cluster used to represent the zeolite is increased for a given level
of theory.39 The noted decrease in the activation energy is a
consequence of stabilization of the transition state relative to
the reactant state due to long-range electrostatic and van der
Waals interactions of atoms near the active center with atoms in
the extended zeolite framework.20,40,41 A review addressing
these effects on adsorption and reactions occurring in zeolites
can be found in ref 42. Another critical issue with previous DFT
studies of alkane dehydrogenation over Ga/H-MFI is that the
predicted activation barriers have been determined solely from
an analysis of the potential energy landscape, but not the free
energy landscape. This is a serious omission, since the role of
entropy in determining the rate-limiting step can be
significant,43 especially for reactions occurring at the temper-
atures of interest for light alkane dehydroaromatization (823
K).
In the present study, we employ a long-range corrected,

hybrid quantum mechanics/molecular mechanics (QM/MM)
approach to examine the nature of various reduced Ga species
in MFI and their activities for the dehydrogenation of light
alkanes. We have previously shown that QM/MM calculations
are both accurate and cost-effective tools for predicting
enthalpy changes for molecular adsorption and activation
barriers for elementary reaction steps occurring in MFI and
other zeolites.42,44,45 The primary objectives of this study are to
elucidate the nature and activity of reduced Ga species in Ga/
H-MFI for light alkane dehydrogenation, including identifica-
tion of the preferred free energy pathway for this reaction over
different Ga species and the dependence of the preferred
pathway on alkane chain length. We have limited this work to
reduced Ga species, since these are the species for alkane

dehydrogenation occurring as the first step of alkane
dehydroaromatization, a subject that we will address in future
communications.

2. THEORETICAL APPROACH

2.1. Zeolite Model Description. The hybrid QM/MM
approach used in this work has been described in detail
previously.46,47 This approach takes into account the effect of
long-range dispersive interactions and the polarization of the
active site by the electrostatic field associated with the zeolite
lattice, both of which are critical to capturing reaction
energetics accurately. A T437 atom cluster is used to represent
the zeolite framework surrounding the active site. The QM
region consists of either a T5 or a T9-T10 cluster representing
the part of the zeolite associated with the Ga cation (Ga+ or
[Ga(H)n]

(3−n)+) and any adsorbed species. The MM region
contains Si and O atoms that are fixed at their crystallographic
positions; the associated Lennard−Jones parameters and fixed
nonpolarizable charges used to describe the effects of dispersive
and Coulombic interactions were taken from ref 48.
Four Lewis acidic sites were examined for their stability and

dehydrogenation activity, all of which are shown in Figure 2.
Two of these sites are univalent, [GaH2]

+ and Ga+, the former
being tetrahedrally coordinated to two framework oxygens and
two hydride ions and the latter coordinated to only two
framework oxygen atoms. The framework Al atom associated
with these extraframework sites is taken to be at the T12 site,
which has been found to be a favorable location for Al atoms in
the channel intersections of MFI.49 As noted in section 4, we
use the same model to investigate light alkane dehydrogenation
over a Brønsted acid site model. The next Lewis acid site
considered is the divalent [GaH]2+ cation, which charge-
compensates a pair of Al atoms in the MFI framework. For this
site, the T5 QM region is extended to a T9-T10 region, as
illustrated in Figure 2. As shown previously, only a small
difference (2.6 kcal/mol) was found in the calculated barriers
for ethene methylation over H-MFI calculated for both T5 and
T20 clusters,50 which suggests that our QM/MM approach is
not significantly influenced by the size of the QM region used.
The positioning of the first configuration (A) of the [GaH]2+

cation within this cluster is based on the work of Joshi et al.,21

who studied the effect of Al−Al distances on the activity of
[GaH]2+ for ethane dehydrogenation. On the basis of this
study, one optimal Al−Al pair is located in an 8-MR located
close to the channel intersection at an Al−Al distance of 0.57

Figure 2. View along the [010] axis of T437 atom MFI structure used to model gallium-exchanged sites in Ga/HMFI: (a) [GaH2]
+; (b) Ga+; (c)

[GaH]2+. Two different Al-pair configurations (A and B) have been chosen on the basis of different Al−Al distances. Configuration A is modeled
using a T10 cluster, while configuration B is modeled using a T9 cluster.
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nm, as illustrated in Figure 3. A second configuration of
[GaH]2+ (B) was examined as well (see Table S24 for four

different Al−Al configurations sampled). Configuration B,
which is expected to be more stable than configuration A, is
also located within the 8-MR, but the Al−Al distance is now
0.49 nm although the same types of T sites, as in configuration
A (T07 and T12), are involved. This configuration (B) of
[GaH]2+ is more closely coordinated to zeolitic oxygens, which
leads to a more stable [GaH]2+ structure.
2.2. Computational Details. Stationary and saddle point

searches were conducted at the ωB97X-D/6-31G** level of
theory using the default optimization procedure available in
QChem.51 Guesses for saddle-point searches were obtained
using the freezing string method52 or were generated manually.
Intrinsic reaction coordinate (IRC) searches were used to
confirm the validity of the first-order saddle points on a
minimum energy path connecting the reactant and product
intermediates within the mechanism of interest. The reported
activation energies were computed using the ωB97X-D
functional53 with the triple-ζ, split-valence Pople basis set,
with diffuse and polarization functions 6-311++G(3df,3pd).
ωB97X-D is a range-separated hybrid functional, which has
performed well in recent large-scale assessments of the accuracy
of density functionals,54,55 and has also performed very well for
evaluation of relative energies in previous QM/MM studies of
zeolites.42,44,46,48,50,56,57 Furthermore, the most attractive
feature of this approach is its cost effectiveness and versatility.
Gomes et al.50 have estimated that an improvement of nearly 3
orders of magnitude can be achieved by using a QM(T5)/
MM(437) cluster in lieu of a full QM T44 region at the
ωB97X-D/6-311++G(3df,3pd) level of theory. Partial charges,
wherever reported, were computed using natural bond orbital
(NBO) analysis,58 and all calculations were performed using a
developmental version of QChem Software.59

2.3. Free Energy Calculations and Catalytic Cycle
Analysis. Free energy calculations, which are used to perform a
first-principles-based catalytic cycle analysis in this work, are
reported at 823 K and 1 atm, typical conditions used in
experimental studies of light alkane dehydroaromatization.
Enthalpy and entropy calculations were performed using the
partition functions derived for the rigid rotor harmonic
oscillator (RRHO) approximation. Soft modes with small
vibrational frequencies are known to yield inaccurate entropy
and free energy predictions using this RRHO approxima-
tion.60,61 To remedy this issue, we used a quasi-RRHO model,
in which an interpolation is made between a free rotor at lower
frequencies and a harmonic oscillator at higher frequencies
using a frequency-dependent weighting function.62 We have
used this approach successfully in previous work to obtain

activation enthalpies and entropies for n-butane reactions in H-
MFI, yielding good agreement with experimental results.63

As many of the dehydrogenation mechanisms investigated in
our study involve multiple steps, the step which governs the
rate of reaction on a given site is determined by analysis of the
free energy surface using the first-principles-based energetic
span model proposed by Kozuch and Shaik.64−67 In this
approach, the turnover frequency for a catalyzed reaction is
governed by the transition state and intermediate which
maximize the energetic span of a given catalytic cycle. This
energetic span is determined by examining the free energy
surface for the highest summit and the lowest trough, and it
provides an estimate of the apparent free energy of activation
(ΔG⧧) which has to be overcome in order to complete a given
catalytic cycle. For each mechanism reported, we determine the
value of ΔG⧧ from the respective free energy surface using this
approach to determine which site provides the most facile
dehydrogenation route.
We note as well that, on each free energy profile, the highest

summit and the lowest troughs are colored green, with energies
labeled in a box to illustrate the rate-determining energetic span
for a given catalytic cycle. In addition, the free energy surfaces
reported in our results were labeled only for the key surface
intermediates relevant to the chemistry of a given step.
Therefore, for each of the structures, all of the gas-phase
species that desorb during the course of the reaction (e.g.,
alkene and dihydrogen) are accounted for in the calculations
but are not marked on the free energy profile for the sake of
clarity. The zero-point corrected enthalpy and free energy
values for all of the mechanisms investigated in our work can be
found in Tables S1−S23 in the Supporting Information.

3. NATURE OF SITES AND DEHYDROGENATION
MECHANISMS

3.1. Site Stability and Interconversion. An important
consideration in our analysis is the stability of each gallium
species and the possibility that site interconversion can occur.
To this end, the activation barriers for the transition states
which convert [GaH2]

+ to Ga+ via reductive elimination and
also [GaH]2+ to [GaH2]

+ via H2 disproportionation are
illustrated in Figures 4 and 5. We note that ,while it has been
suggested that [GaH2]

+ is trapped kinetically,13,68 the
magnitude of the free energy barrier for the conversion of
this species to Ga+ has not been reported in earlier theoretical
studies, which only cite the thermodynamic favorability of Ga+

formation.19 In Figure 4, we report the free energy barrier for

Figure 3. Al−Al pair configurations used to model [GaH]2+ for site
stability and activity analyses in this work. Configuration A is separated
by an Al−Al distance of 0.57 nm, while configuration B is separated by
0.49 nm. Only the 8-MR/6-MR from the QM/MM model has been
displayed here for illustration purposes.

Figure 4. Example of one possible transition state structure predicted
for reductive elimination which transforms [GaH2]

+ to Ga+. Respective
kinetic and thermodynamic free energy barriers for site interconver-
sion are reported at 823 K and 1 atm. Although this homopolar H2
formation suggests that there may be a kinetic barrier to Ga+

formation, more electronically facile TSs may lead to Ga+ formation.
Only the QM region from the QM/MM model has been displayed
here for illustration purposes.
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converting [GaH2]
+ to Ga+; the high value for this kinetic

barrier (79 kcal/mol) appears to be consistent with the
aforementioned proposal68 that [GaH2]

+ may be kinetically
trapped13 at high temperatures despite the thermodynamically
favored formation of Ga+. However, we note that there may, in
theory, be other pathways that are electronically more favorable
than the homopolar process shown here: for instance, a
heteropolar reductive elimination or direct rearrangement of
[GaH]2+ into Ga+ and H+ without involvement of [GaH2]

+.19

As such transition states have not been observed as saddle
points on the potential and free energy surfaces for site
interconversion between various Ga species, whether they exist
or not remains an open question. Therefore, it is unclear both
from theoretical and experimental results whether [GaH2]

+ is
trapped kinetically and, hence, does not form Ga+ under the
reaction conditions. To provide a complete analysis of
dehydrogenation on univalent sites, we examine the dehydro-

genation of ethane on both [GaH2]
+ and Ga+ sites in section

3.2.
Figure 5 illustrates that the free energy of reaction for the

conversion of the [GaH]2+ in configuration A to [GaH2]
+ and

H+ in the presence of H2 is favorable thermodynamically and
quite feasible kinetically (ΔGrxn = −9.1 kcal/mol; ΔG⧧ = 30.2
kcal/mol). The negative free energy of this reaction alone is
enough to render the presence of [GaH]2+ cations in
configuration A unlikely thermodynamically.69 It is also notable
that the free energy barrier for the reaction [GaH]2+ + H2 →
[GaH2]

+ + H+ (30.2 kcal/mol) renders this site conversion
pathway relatively facile. Furthermore, since the gas phase
under the conditions of alkane dehydroaromatization is
expected to contain substantial quantities of H2, the high
fugacities of H2 within the zeolite would lead to a significant
thermodynamic conversion for this reaction, suggesting that
[GaH]2+ cations in configuration A are less likely to exist under
the reaction conditions (under an alkane- or H2-rich, reducing
environment), despite being highly active (see Text S1 for
details). For example, even in the presence of only 0.1 atm of
H2, the expected thermodynamic conversion of such [GaH]2+

sites to [GaH2]
+ and H+ is estimated to be at least 96%, and

this number renders the presence of the former cation in
configuration A less likely, as the partial pressures of H2 under
the reaction conditions are typically on the order of 0.1 atm of
H2.

2,70

On the other hand, [GaH]2+ cations in configuration B
(ΔGrxn = 6.6 kcal/mol for H2 disproportionation into [GaH2]

+

and H+, as shown in Table S24) are expected to be more stable
due to thermodynamically limited conversion into [GaH2]

+ and
H+ under the reaction conditions, in comparison with [GaH]2+

Figure 5. Transition state structures predicted for conversion of
[GaH]2+ (configuration A) to [GaH2]

+ and H+ sites via H2
disproportionation. Respective kinetic and thermodynamic free energy
barriers for site interconversion are reported at 823 K and 1 atm. Only
the QM region from the QM/MM model has been displayed here for
illustration purposes.

Figure 6. Ethane dehydrogenation via a stepwise alkyl mechanism on [GaH2]
+ and the corresponding free energy surface (kcal/mol) reported at 823

K and 1 atm. The free energy span-determining states are labeled in green, with energies marked in rectangles, as shown by the highest-lying rate-
determining transition state (RDTS) and lowest lying resting state. Only the QM region from the QM/MM model has been displayed here to
illustrate the elementary steps in this mechanism.
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cations in configuration A. Therefore, as cations in config-
uration B are likely to be more representative of the [GaH]2+

sites present during actual ethane dehydrogenation conditions
in Ga/H-MFI, all discussions of [GaH]2+ sites in the
subsequent sections of this work pertain to more stable
[GaH]2+ sites in configuration B. The energetic span analyses
conducted on less stable but highly active [GaH]2+ sites of
configuration A, along with their associated dehydrogenation
mechanisms, can be found in Text S1.
3.2. Ethane Dehydrogenation on [GaH2]

+ Sites.
3.2.1. Stepwise Alkyl Mechanism. The stepwise alkyl
mechanism was first proposed by Frash and Van Santen, who
refer to it as the “three step mechanism”.71 We refer to this
mechanism as the stepwise alkyl mechanism, to distinguish it
from other “carbenium” and “concerted” (single-step) mech-
anisms. The “alkyl” character of the α-C is maintained
throughout the reaction cycle in this mechanism.71 Figure 6
shows that the stepwise alkyl mechanism on [GaH2]

+ proceeds
via three steps following ethane adsorption. In the first step,
heterolytic alkyl activation of a C−H bond leads to the
formation of an alkyl intermediate (SI1) and a Brønsted acid
site on the zeolite surface (H1+ on O1) via TS1. In the second
step, ethyl Ga hydride formation occurs via transfer of a hydride
(H2−) to H1+, which leads to the release of H2 via TS2. Finally,
in the third step, ethene is formed by transfer of H4− (cleaved
from the ethyl fragment) to the gallium center, thereby
completing the catalytic cycle. Our calculations predict that the
catalytic cycle for the stepwise alkyl mechanism on [GaH2]

+

occurs with an apparent free energy barrier (based on the
energetic span analysis) of 62.4 kcal/mol, associated with TS1.
The high free energy barrier for TS1 can be attributed to the
large entropic penalty associated with this TS in comparison to
other TSs in this mechanism. The motion of the alkyl fragment
is severely limited, as it is bound at two locations on the zeolite
surface: to both the gallium center and the proton.
Table 1 gives the vibrational frequencies calculated for the

ethyl Ga hydride intermediate. This species has been observed

by DRIFTS12 when ethane is passed over Ga/H-MFI at 673 K.
As can be seen from Table 1, the unscaled frequencies are in
reasonable agreement with those observed experimentally,
especially for all the Ga−H vibrations. This experimental
observation of the [H−Ga−C2H5]

+ intermediates during
ethane flow over Ga/H-MFI provides experimental support
for the relevance of the stepwise alkyl mechanism for ethane
dehydrogenation on Ga/H-MFI. The stretching frequencies

reported in parentheses for the ethyl fragment in [H−Ga−
C2H5]

+ have been scaled by factors72 determined using
benchmarked data (ωB97X-D/6-311G**) for a test set of
known molecules such as ethane and are therefore in better
agreement with the experimentally observed IR bands.
Ga−H stretches in both [GaH]2+ and [GaH2]

+ species are
observed when hydrogen is passed over Ga/H-MFI13 at 773 K,
and therefore calculations for these modes have also been
shown in Table 1 for comparison. The Ga−H stretching
frequency observed for [GaH2]

+ is also in good agreement with
the experimentally reported band for this cation.12,13,73 Since IR
studies show that [GaH2]

+ is also observed both in a hydrogen-
rich, reducing environment and in the presence of flowing
ethane,74,13 the [GaH2]

+ cation is predicted to be stable under
hydrogen-rich, ethane reaction conditions.

3.2.2. Concerted Mechanism. The concerted dehydrogen-
ation mechanism was first proposed by Pereira et al.27 and is
shown in Figure 7. This pathway involves simultaneous C−H
activation and ethene desorption within a single transition state.
Figure 7 illustrates the formation of dihydrogen (via the
combination of H2− and H3+) and the simultaneous release of
ethene by the transfer of H4− to the Ga center. The principal
difference between the concerted transition state appearing in
Figure 7 and the transition states for the stepwise alkyl
mechanism appearing in Figure 6 is the lack of direct
involvement of the Ga center in the change in hybridization
undergone by the α-C from sp3 in ethane to sp2 in ethene. In
contrast to the Ga center in the stepwise alkyl mechanism, the
Ga center in the concerted mechanism does not directly
stabilize the α-C during C−H activation. The lack of such
direct participation by Ga3+ in the concerted mechanism is one
of the reasons the free energy barrier, 86.1 kcal/mol (based on
the energy span analysis), for dehydrogenation via the
concerted mechanism is higher by 23.7 kcal/mol than that
for the stepwise alkyl mechanism.
Another factor contributing to the high barrier for the

concerted mechanism is the lack of zeolite framework assisted
steps, which facilitate hydrogen transfer, as seen in the more
facile stepwise-alkyl mechanism. The lack of framework-assisted
transfers precludes transition-state stabilization by the extended
lattice, leading to higher electronic barriers. Both of these
factors contribute to the higher free energy of activation
associated with the concerted pathway, suggesting that it does
not compete with the more facile, stepwise alkyl mechanism for
ethane dehydrogenation on [GaH2]

+.
3.3. Ethane Dehydrogenation on [GaH]2+ Sites. Much

of the chemistry described in this section builds on the work of
Joshi et al.,21 who examined two distinct mechanisms for ethane
dehydrogenation on [GaH]2+the carbenium and the alkyl
mechanism. In the former case, the α-C is polarized positively
(Cδ+) to form carbenium-like intermediates and transition
states, while in the latter case, the α-C is polarized negatively
(Cδ‑) to form carbanion-like, alkyl intermediates and transition
states (see Figure 1). Illustrations of the adsorption modes
governing whether alkyl or carbenium chemistry occurs on
[GaH]2+ and key atomic distances are shown in Table 2. In the
carbenium adsorption mode, H1 is closer to the Ga center than
is H1 in the alkyl mode, while the α-C is closer in the latter
mode to the Ga center, which enables the formation of alkyl-
type transition states and intermediates. The carbenium
adsorption mode facilitates the formation of a carbenium-type
transition state by interaction of the α-C with a zeolitic oxygen

Table 1. Comparison of Harmonic Wavenumbers Calculated
via QM/MM and Measured Using DRIFTS

species mode
VQM/MM
(cm−1)a

Vexp
(cm−1) ref

[GaH2]
+ Ga−H (asym

stretch)
2043 2041 12,

13
Ga−H (bend) 929 953 73

[H−Ga−C2H5]
+ Ga−H (stretch) 2048 2057 73

C−H (stretch) in
−C2H5

3041 (2910) 2882 13

3050 (2919) 2914 13
3115 (2981) 2939 13
3155 (3019) 2963 13

[GaH]2+ Ga−H (stretch) 2059 2057 12,
13

aScaled frequencies reported in parentheses.
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atom. This TS then leads to carbenium-type intermediates, as
discussed in section 3.3.1.
3.3.1. Carbenium Mechanism. Ethane dehydrogenation via

the carbenium route on [GaH]2+ involves multiple steps, as
shown in Figure 8. Ethane first adsorbs onto the site via a
“carbenium mode”, in which the α-C is situated closer to the
zeolitic oxygen than to the gallium monohydride; this
adsorption mode is facilitated by the steric hindrance from
the methyl group, blocking the access of the α-C to the Ga3+

center.21 The reaction is initiated via TS1 (carbenium C−H
activation) by the transfer of a hydride (H2−) from this methyl
group to the Ga3+ center, to yield the monovalent [GaH2]

+

cation, which charge-compensates the first framework Al atom,

Al1. This step, which proceeds via TS1, involves the incipient
formation of an ethoxide which subsequently attaches to the
zeolitic oxygen O4, thereby compensating the charge associated
with the second framework Al atom, Al2.
An interesting feature of TS1 is the small amount of positive

charge on the α-C: +0.002e, which is much lower than that
typically expected for reactions proceeding via a carbenium
mechanism. The positive charge has previously been calculated
to be 2 orders of magnitude higher in previous work.71 The
observed diminishment of the carbenium character of the C−H
activation transition indicates that there is an electron-sharing
effect that can be attributed to the interaction of the activated
α-C with the basic zeolitic oxygen, O4, associated with the
second Al site (Al2); this interaction with the zeolitic oxygen
decreases the carbenium character of the transition state to the
extent that it is now barely carbocationic in nature.
Since C has an electronegativity higher than that of H by

0.35 Pauling unit,75 the α-C is expected to preferentially form a
less carbenium like transition state. A less carbenium like
transition state maximizes the electronic charge around the α-
C, thereby reducing its positive charge, consequently stabilizing
the overall electronic structure of the C−H activation TS, as the
tendency of the C to attract more electrons in comparison to H
is satisfied. As a result, the C−H activation TS is stabilized on
the electronic and free energy surfaces for this mechanism,
leading to a facile σ-C−H bond activation TS during
dehydrogenation. This decrease in the carbenium character of
the TS suggests that charge transfer between the O atoms in
the zeolite framework and the TS for C−H cleavage is
important in stabilizing the TS.
After the formation of the zeolitic oxygen bound ethoxide

(SI1), a noncyclic transition state (TS2) is formed, followed by
other framework-assisted steps, as shown in Figure 8. Note that
this “noncyclic transition state” is distinguished by its name
from other cyclic transition states, which simultaneously form
ethene and dihydrogen in a concerted fashion. Conversely, the
noncyclic transition state releases only ethene, while
dihydrogen is released in subsequent steps. By crossing this
noncyclic transition state, TS2, the zeolite now accepts a proton

Figure 7. Ethane dehydrogenation via the concerted mechanism on [GaH2]
+ and the corresponding free energy surface (kcal/mol) reported at 823

K and 1 atm. The free energy span-determining states are labeled in green, with energies marked in rectangles, as shown by the highest-lying rate-
determining transition state (RDTS) and lowest-lying resting state. Only the QM region from the QM/MM model has been displayed here to
illustrate the elementary steps in this mechanism.

Table 2. Depiction of Geometric Differences between
Carbenium and Alkyl Adsorption Modes on [GaH]2+ in
Terms of Atomic Distances (Å)a

adsorption mode on [GaH]2+

bond distance (Å) carbenium alkyl

C−H1 1.123 1.108
C−Ga 2.398 2.300
H1−Ga 2.011 2.143
O−H2 2.115 1.992

aThe carbenium adsorption mode situates the dissociating H1 from
the activated C−H1 bond closer to the Ga center, facilitating a
carbenium activation of the activated α-C. On the other hand, the alkyl
adsorption mode situates the α-C closer to the Ga-center, facilitating
alkyl activation. Only the QM region from the QM/MM model has
been displayed here for illustration purposes. Structures shown above
were generated on [GaH]2+ cations in configuration B.
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(H3+) from the second C (β-C) on the ethoxide backbone, as
this β-C atom simultaneously changes hybridization, during the
course of releasing ethene. The acceptance of the proton by the
zeolitic oxygen, O3, converts the ethoxide to ethene. It is
notable that the formation of transition state TS2 would not be
possible without the mobility of atoms on the zeolite surface
connected to the framework aluminum atom (Al2).
The next step in the carbenium pathway involves the

formation of dihydrogen, which eventually desorbs to
regenerate [GaH]2+. As reported by Joshi et al.,23 we find
that this step is assisted by proton migration of H3+ (TS3,
shown on the free energy surface), which migrates from O3 to
O4 (the oxygen atom closest to [GaH2]

+). It should be noted
that, for ethane dehydrogenation via this pathway on [GaH]2+,
there are two rate-determining TS structures, carbenium C−H
activation (TS1) and ethene formation (TS2), which both have
comparable energies: 59.6 kcal/mol for TS1 and 59.9 kcal/mol
for TS2.
3.3.2. Alkyl Mechanism. An alkyl-type pathway for ethane

dehydrogenation on [GaH]2+ is also feasible.19,21 Figure 9
illustrates that this reaction mechanism is initiated by the
formation of an alkyl mode,21 for which the α-C of the
adsorbed ethane points toward the Ga atom in [GaH]2+ (as
also illustrated earlier in Table 2). This step is followed by alkyl
C−H activation, coupled with the formation of an ethyl Ga
hydride species (via TS1) along with a Brønsted acid site

(H2+), resulting in intermediate SI1. The activation of the C−
H bond is very similar to the heterolytic alkyl C−H activation
discussed in section 3.2, the only difference being that H2+

forms on O4, rather than on O1 (the oxygen atom adjacent to
Ga center). The next step involves a cyclic alkyl transition state
for ethene formation (TS2). The formation of TS2 involves the
transfer of H3− from the β-C to a Brønsted acid (H2+) site
while simultaneously forming ethene and dihydrogen, as the α-
and β-C atoms change their hybridization from sp3 to sp2. Since
the alkyl activation in this mechanism is electronically favored
due to the higher electronegativity of the activated C (relative
to H), TS1 is not energetically demanding. However, the
formation of ethene from the ethyl gallium hydride
intermediate (in SI1) presents a significant bottleneck of 68.4
kcal/mol at TS2 in this case and is therefore the energy span for
this catalytic cycle.

3.4. Ethane Dehydrogenation on Ga+ Sites. Figure 10
illustrates the alkyl mechanism for ethane dehydrogenation on
Ga+, which is named for the “alkyl” character of the negatively
polarized α-C. As shown in Figure 10, the first step following
ethane adsorption onto Ga+ is heterolytic dissociation of a C−
H bond. For this process, the α-C (labeled Cδ−) retains both
electrons at the same time that a Brønsted acid site (H1+)
forms on the zeolitic oxygen (O1) via TS1.
The formation of the ethyl Ga intermediate (SI1) involves

the transfer of H1+ formed in step 1 to the first surface

Figure 8. Ethane dehydrogenation via the carbenium mechanism (noncyclic route) on [GaH]2+ (configuration B) and the corresponding free energy
surface (kcal/mol) reported at 823 K and 1 atm. The free energy span-determining states are labeled in green, with energies marked in rectangles, as
shown by the highest-lying rate-determining transition state (RDTS) and lowest-lying resting state. Only the QM region from the QM/MM model
has been displayed here to illustrate the elementary steps in this mechanism. Structures illustrated above were generated on [GaH]2+ sites of
configuration B.
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intermediate, SI1, via TS2, a transition state, which also involves
the reorientation of the ethyl fragment to a more stable
configuration in the ethyl Ga hydride intermediate (SI2). The
third step leads to adsorbed ethene (C2(ads)), which occurs
via TS3. In this reaction, H1− is transferred from the gallium
center to H2+ (that is cleaved from the ethyl fragment) in order
to release H2. Using the energetic span analysis, we estimate
that the apparent free energy of activation (marked in green)
for ethane dehydrogenation via the alkyl mechanism is 80.7
kcal/mol. The activation barrier for C−H activation is higher
on Ga+ than on [GaH2]

+ or [GaH]2+ because the resting state
for Ga+ is energetically favored at 823 K, leading to higher free
energy penalties for C−H cleavage TSs. Moreover, as TS1 in
Figure 10 is bound to the zeolite surface in a bidentate fashion
(both to the incipient H+ and also to the Ga center), it is
therefore quite constrained in its motion, which entails
additional entropic losses in comparison with Ga+, a resting
state that has no adsorbed species to begin with.
Furthermore, this RDTS (TS1 in Figure 10) has a higher

enthalpic barrier for C−H activation in comparison to the
RDTS on [GaH2]

+ (see Tables S1 and S2), which is likely
linked to the Ga center in this structure not existing in its
electronically favorable tetrahedral coordination. Conversely on
[GaH2]

+, the RDTS (TS1 in Figure 6), although similarly
constrained, is closer to its preferred sp3 coordination and
therefore is better stabilized by its interaction with the Lewis
basic zeolite framework O atoms than is TS1 in Figure 10. As a
result, higher free energy barriers for the RDTS on univalent

Ga sites are observed due to higher entropic losses and
enthalpic penalties, in comparison with RDTSs on gallium
hydride sites. It should be noted that the barrier associated with
TS1 is only 1.4 kcal/mol lower than that associated with TS3
(79.3 kcal/mol) at 823 K, suggesting that TS3 (also marked in
green) competes with TS1 as the RDTS for this catalytic cycle.
Since the free energy spans associated with this mechanism on
Ga+ are considerably higher than any of the free energy spans
reported in sections 3.2 and 3.3, this site is inactive for ethane
dehydrogenation in comparison with Ga hydride species. In
earlier studies which did not include the effect of long-range
lattice electrostatics and entropy, Ga+ sites were found to be
active and were reported to have a lower barrier for alkene
formation from alkyl Ga hydrides. In contrast, we observe that
ethyl Ga hydrides favor the formation of [GaH2]

+ over the
formation of Ga+ (see Text S2). We find that the TS involved
in the formation of [GaH2]

+ from [H−Ga−C2H5]
+ is stabilized

considerably by long-range lattice electrostatics in comparison
with that associated with the formation of [GaH2]

+ owing to
the larger dipole moment associated with the ion-pair TS that
forms [GaH2]

+. We note that the use of a long-range corrected
approach is critical to predicting this result, as long-range
electrostatics provide a more complete picture of TS geo-
metries in zeolites than small cluster approaches.42,39

3.5. Summary of Ethane Dehydrogenation Analysis
on Ga Species in Ga/H-MFI. On the basis of the summary of
the aforementioned results, the only sites found to be both
stable and active under reaction conditions for ethane

Figure 9. Ethane dehydrogenation via the alkyl mechanism (cyclic route) on [GaH]2+ (configuration B) and the corresponding free energy surface
(kcal/mol) reported at 823 K and 1 atm. The free energy span-determining states are labeled in green, with energies marked in rectangles, as shown
by the highest-lying rate-determining transition state (RDTS) and lowest-lying resting state. Only the QM region from the QM/MM model has
been displayed here to illustrate the elementary steps in this mechanism. Structures illustrated above were generated on [GaH]2+ sites of
configuration B.
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dehydroaromatization (823 K and 1 atm) are the gallium
hydride species: [GaH2]

+ and [GaH]2+ in configuration B.
Figure 11 summarizes the free energies of activation predicted
for 823 K and 1 atm on the basis of the energetic span analysis
applied to the free energy surfaces for each of the pathways
discussed in sections 3.2−3.4.
Figure 11 indicates that the stepwise alkyl mechanism

(identified by the green box) is the favored route for ethane
dehydrogenation on [GaH2]

+ for which ΔGapp
⧧ = 62.4 kcal/

mol, a value considerably lower than that for the concerted
mechanism, 86.1 kcal/mol. Therefore, we conclude that ethane

dehydrogenation occurs preferentially on [GaH2]
+ sites via a

stepwise alkyl mechanism, rather than a concerted mechanism
and, as discussed in section 3.1, this site remains stable under
the reaction conditions. For stable [GaH]2+ cations in
configuration B, the carbenium mechanism (ΔGapp

⧧ = 60.9
kcal/mol) is preferred over the alkyl mechanism (ΔGapp

⧧ =
69.3 kcal/mol) for ethane dehydrogenation. We also note that
[GaH2]

+ sites may compete with [GaH]2+ sites for ethane
dehydrogenation, given that the free energies of activation for
both sites are just 2.5 kcal/mol apart, rendering both
mechanisms kinetically relevant. Throughout this analysis, we

Figure 10. Ethane dehydrogenation via the alkyl mechanism on Ga+ and the corresponding free energy surface (kcal/mol) reported at 823 K and 1
atm. The free energy span-determining states are labeled in green (with energies in rectangles) as shown by the highest-lying rate-determining
transition state (RDTS) and lowest-lying resting state. Only the QM region from the QM/MM model has been displayed here to illustrate the
elementary steps in this mechanism.

Figure 11. Summary of site and dehydrogenation mechanism analysis on gallium species in Ga/H-MFI based on ΔG⧧ (823 K, 1 atm) extracted
using the energetic span model for ethane dehydrogenation. Kinetically relevant mechanisms and the sites on which they occur are identified by
green boxes.
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have considered alternative mechanisms to be kinetically
competitive if their free energy spans are within 4 kcal/mol
of each other; however, if the difference is greater than 4 kcal/
mol, the more facile mechanism is estimated to proceed with a
selectivity of at least 98%,64−67 and therefore in this case only
the more facile mechanism is considered relevant. Finally, we
note that the predicted activation enthalpy barriers using our
energetic span analysis for ethane dehydrogenation on both
[GaH2]

+ (ΔHapp
⧧ = 27.5 kcal/mol) and [GaH]2+ (ΔHapp

⧧ =
28.2 kcal/mol) are in good agreement with the experimentally
measured barrier of 30.5 kcal/mol.
Whether Ga+ species exist under the reaction conditions is an

open question.18 However, even if these species do exist under
the conditions used for light alkane dehydrogenation over Ga/
H-MFI, we show that Ga+ sites are expected to be less active
than [GaH2]

+ sites and participate in light alkane dehydrogen-
ation cycles that end up forming [GaH2]

+ rather than re-
forming Ga+ sites (see Text S2). For these reasons, we focus
the remainder of the discussion in section 4 on alkane
dehydrogenation pathways occurring over [GaH2]

+ and
[GaH]2+ sites.

4. ROLE OF GALLIUM HYDRIDES IN IMPROVING
DEHYDROGENATION IN MFI ZEOLITES

We now extend the theoretical analysis presented in section 3
to the dehydrogenation of C3 and C4 alkanes on [GaH2]

+,
[GaH]2+, and H+ sites in MFI. In so doing, we also address the
question of why the gallium hydride cations in Ga/H-MFI are
more active for dehydrogenation than Brønsted acid protons,
which occur in both Ga/H-MFI and H-MFI.68

Figure 12 illustrates the concerted carbenium mechanism for
ethane dehydrogenation on H+. This process involves the
concerted loss of dihydrogen (H1+ and H2− combination) and
the simultaneous formation of a new Brønsted acid site (H3+)
at O2.46 This mechanism has a considerably higher free energy
span (of 83.3 kcal/mol) in comparison to the mechanisms
found to be kinetically relevant for ethane dehydrogenation on
gallium hydrides, discussed in section 3.5; therefore, this
pathway is relatively unviable for ethane dehydrogenation
under the reaction conditions. Apparent activation enthalpies,
predicted via this mechanism for the dehydrogenation of C2,
C3, n-C4, and i-C4 alkanes under the reaction conditions, are

given in Table 3. The calculated values are in good agreement
with available experimental measurements,76,77 suggesting that

the proposed concerted mechanism can be used to represent
the underlying chemistry, as also discussed in our previous
work.45,46

We now examine the mechanism for the dehydrogenation of
C2, nC4, and iC4 alkanes via five mechanisms: (1) the stepwise
alkyl mechanism on [GaH2]

+, (2) the alkyl mechanism on
[GaH]2+, (3) the carbenium mechanism on [GaH]2+, (4) the
concerted mechanism on [GaH2]

+, and (5) the concerted
mechanism on H+. Since mechanisms 1−3 are not concerted in
nature and therefore contain more than a single elementary
step (TS), their free energy surfaces are amenable to the
energetic span analysis. In sections 3.2−3.3, we found that
either the C−H activation or alkene formation steps were the
RDTSs on the free energy surfaces for these mechanisms,
depending on the mechanism for ethane dehydrogenation.
Therefore, for the sake of conciseness, only the predicted free
energy spans for both C−H activation and alkene formation are
illustrated in Figure 13 for these three multistep mechanisms
labeled as (a), (b), and (c). The zero-point corrected energies,
enthalpies, and free energy spans for every step in these
mechanisms can be found in Tables S1−S23.
Figure 13a shows that the alkyl C−H activation TS is the

RDTS for the dehydrogenation of all light alkanes on [GaH2]
+.

The same result was observed for ethane dehydrogenation on
[GaH2]

+ in section 3.2, and was rationalized on the basis of the
high entropic penalty associated with the formation of this TS
structure. On the other hand, in Figure 13b, the alkene

Figure 12. Ethane dehydrogenation via concerted (carbenium) mechanism on H+ and the corresponding free energy surface (kcal/mol) reported at
823 K and 1 atm. The free energy span-determining states are labeled in green, with energies marked in rectangles, as shown by the highest-lying
rate-determining transition state (RDTS) and lowest-lying resting state. Only the QM region from the QM/MM model has been displayed here to
illustrate the elementary steps in this mechanism.

Table 3. Apparent Enthalpy Barriers (ΔHapp
⧧) for Light

Alkane Dehydrogenation (kcal/mol) Predicted Using QM/
MM on H+ Sites in H-MFI in Comparison to Available
Experimental Dataa

light alkane
calcd ΔHapp

⧧ on H+

(kcal/mol)
measd76,77 ΔHapp

⧧ for H-MFI
(kcal/mol) Si/Al

ethane 51.2
propane 48.9 47.8 (±2) 16
butane 46.2 48.3 15
isobutane 46.2

aThe range of reported barriers lies between 718 and 823 K.
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formation TS is the RDTS for dehydrogenation of all light
alkanes via the alkyl mechanism on [GaH]2+. This observation
is similar to that for ethane dehydrogenation reported in
section 3.3, where the formation of alkenes from more stable
alkyl intermediate structures is kinetically limiting. Finally for
the carbenium mechanism on [GaH]2+ shown in Figure 13c,
C−H activation and alkene formation can compete with each
other as RDTSs. This observation is once again similar to that
for ethane dehydrogenation discussed in section 3.3. The
natures of the RDTSs associated with all these three
mechanisms are summarized in Table 4.
The free energies of activation for the aforementioned

mechanisms (containing multiple steps, predicted using the
energetic span model) are reported together with those for the
other concerted mechanisms in Figure 14, alongside their
corresponding enthalpies of activation under the reaction
conditions. As seen in Figure 14, the mechanism with the
lowest enthalpy of activation is generally seen to also have the
lowest free energy of activation (free energy span). Therefore,
enthalpic effects in these light alkane dehydrogenation
mechanisms play an important role in explaining the differences
in activities for different mechanisms.
Comparison of the values of ΔG⧧ and ΔH⧧ in Figure 14

allows one to determine entropic contributions −TΔS⧧ to ΔG⧧

and to establish the relative importance of these contributions
to the value of ΔG⧧ for all investigated mechanisms. As the
relative ΔG⧧ and ΔH⧧ values on the two graphs are similar,
relative −TΔS⧧ contributions between different mechanisms

Figure 13. Free energy barriers (ΔG⧧) for C−H activation and alkene formation steps on gallium hydrides in Ga/H-MFI under the reaction
conditions (823 K and 1 atm). The graphs are reported for (a) stepwise alkyl mechanism on [GaH2]

+, (b) alkyl mechanism on [GaH]2+, and (c)
carbenium mechanism on [GaH]2+. Free energy barriers are obtained from the free energy surfaces of light alkane dehydrogenation mechanisms
involving more than one step (see Tables S1−S23). Reported barriers are measured relative to gas-phase light alkanes (lowest-lying resting state for
all cases) and are reported in kcal/mol.

Table 4. Nature of Rate-Determining Transition State
(RDTS) Obtained from Energetic Span Analysis of Free
Energy Surfaces for Dehydrogenation of Light Alkanes
(Ethane, Propane, Butane, and Isobutane) on Gallium
Hydridesa

alkane
stepwise alkyl/

[GaH2]
+

alkyl/
[GaH]2+ carbenium/[GaH]2+

ethane C−H
activation

ethene
formation

ethene formation, C−H
activation

propane C−H
activation

propene
formation

propene formation, C−H
activation

butane C−H
activation

butene
formation

butene formation, C−H
activation

isobutane C−H
activation

isobutene
formation

isobutene formation

aSee Tables S1−S23 for all the zero-point corrected enthalpy and free
energy surfaces for these mechanisms computed at 823 K and 1 atm.
The alkane C−H activation step is associated with the first C−H
cleavage (α-C), while the alkene formation step is associated with the
second C−H cleavage (β-C).
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appear to be similar. The exception to this trend is the stepwise
alkyl mechanism for the dehydrogenation of larger alkanes (iC4
and nC4). The entropic penalty for the RDTS in this
mechanism increases considerably with increasing chain length,
in comparison to other mechanisms. This effect is evident in
Figure 14: for ethane dehydrogenation, the free energy barriers
for the (stepwise) alkyl mechanism on [GaH2]

+ and the
carbenium mechanism on [GaH]2+ are within 4 kcal/mol of
each other. Therefore, these two mechanisms for ethane
dehydrogenation are expected to compete with each other (as
also concluded in section 3.5). However, with increasing alkane
chain length, the alkyl mechanism on [GaH2]

+ gives rise to
higher free energy barriers, relative to other mechanisms on
[GaH]2+. This result is attributed to the observed importance of
entropic effects for the RDTS in the stepwise alkyl mechanism
on [GaH2]

+, as discussed in section 3.2. The motion of the alkyl
fragment in this RDTS complex is severely limited, as this
fragment is strongly bound to both Ga and H+ moieties on the
zeolite surface. Since the entropic penalty for this RDTS
increases with chain length and leads to higher free energies of
activation relative to other pathways, the (stepwise) alkyl
mechanism on [GaH2]

+ becomes uncompetitive for dehydro-
genation of alkanes larger than ethane.
We further observe in Figure 14 that the free energies of

activation calculated on both gallium hydrides via alkyl and
carbenium pathways are considerably lower than those
calculated for the concerted mechanism on H+. This finding
agrees qualitatively with experimental observations, which
report higher rates of light alkane dehydrogenation over Ga/

H-MFI in comparison to H-MFI.6 We also note that the
concerted mechanism on [GaH2]

+ is once again found to be
kinetically uncompetitive for all light alkanes due to reasons
already discussed in section 3.2. Figure 14 also illustrates that,
with the exception of ethane dehydrogenation, light alkane
dehydrogenation occurs preferentially on [GaH]2+ via the alkyl
mechanism. This finding is consistent with the observation of
metal−alkyl species during the interactions of small alkanes
with high-silica zeolites modified with Ga (or Zn) on the basis
of 13C MAS NMR, DRIFTS, and other spectroscopic
techniques reported by Stepanov and co-workers.78−81

We also note that the observed high activity of [GaH]2+ is
consistent with the proposal by Bhan and co-workers based on
microkinetic studies of propane aromatization and FT-IR that
[GaH]2+ sites are the most active form of reduced Ga species
for dehydrogenation in Ga/H-MFI, especially at Ga/Al ratios
≤0.5.32 Table 5 compares the calculated activation enthalpies
for the dehydrogenation of C2 through C4 alkanes on gallium
hydrides for favored mechanisms predicted on the basis of the
energetic span analysis. Our predictions are compared with
experimentally measured activation barriers for alkane dehy-
drogenation over Ga/H-MFI conducted under conditions of
differential conversion or after correction for secondary
reactions.28,82,83 The activation barriers predicted for mecha-
nisms identified to be kinetically relevant on the basis of our
energetic span analysis are marked in boldface. As the
carbenium mechanism is also found to compete with the
alkyl mechanism for butane dehydrogenation, two activation
enthalpy barrier heights are predicted for butane dehydrogen-

Figure 14. Free energy spans (ΔG⧧) for light alkane dehydrogenation (kcal/mol) predicted using QM/MM for H+- and Ga-based sites under the
reaction conditions (823 K and 1 atm). All barriers were calculated by applying the energetic span model to the free energy surface of each
mechanism. For mechanisms involving more than one step, the RDTS is either the C−H activation or alkene formation step, depending on the
mechanism of interest (see Table 4).

Table 5. Apparent Enthalpy Barriers (ΔHapp
⧧) for Light Alkane Dehydrogenation (kcal/mol) Predicted Using QM/MM on Ga-

Based Sites in Comparison to Available Experimental Data Measured for Light Alkane Dehydrogenation on Ga/H-MFIa

calcd ΔHapp
⧧ (kcal/mol) measd ΔHapp

⧧ (kcal/mol)28,82,83

light alkane [GaH2]
+ (stepwise alkyl) [GaH]2+ (carbenium) [GaH]2+ (alkyl) Ga/H-MFI Ga/Al Si/Al

ethane 27.5 28.2 35.8 30.5 0.5 16
propane 26.2 26.5 23.4 25.6 0.4 16
butane 28.9 21.9 19.8
isobutane 31.7 29.3 22.3 23.8 0.1 16.5

aThe range of reported barriers is based on measurements made between 718 and 823 K. The activation barriers reported in boldface are found to
be kinetically relevant on the basis of our energetic span analysis.
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ation on [GaH]2+. Good agreement is observed between the
calculated barriers and the available experimental data.
Taken together, the results in Figure 14 and the description

of mechanisms reported in sections 3.2 and 3.3 suggest that,
although Lewis acidic gallium hydrides ([GaH]2+ and [GaH2]

+)
are structurally different, both are able to provide considerable
electronic stabilization to C−H cleavage TSs. This could occur
either directly via interaction of C with the gallium center (e.g.,
Cδ−−Gaδ+ in the alkyl mechanisms) or via the interaction with
framework oxygen atoms of the zeolite (as Cδ+−Oδ− in the
carbenium mechanisms), leading to favorable enthalpic
(electronic) and free energies of activation for the dissociation
of σ-C−H bonds on gallium hydrides. This type of electronic
stabilization does not occur when dehydrogenation is catalyzed
by Brønsted acid protons, resulting in considerably higher
electronic and enthalpic and subsequently free energy barriers
for light alkane dehydrogenation in comparison to those
observed on gallium hydrides. As cleaving the unreactive C−H
bond is considered the energetic bottleneck in the activation of
small alkanes,84 we propose on the basis of our analysis that
gallium hydrides in Ga/H-MFI play a critical role in facilitating
C−H bond cleavage via both alkyl and carbenium mechanisms.
Finally, we observe in Figure 13 that the alkyl mechanism on

[GaH]2+ becomes more favorable (i.e., lower free energies)
with increasing alkane chain length, more so than the
carbenium pathway, especially for propane, butane, and
isobutane dehydrogenation. This observed trend of lower free
energy barriers of the alkyl mechanism on [GaH]2+ with
increasing chain length can be explained by examining the
electronic structure of the RDTS. This RDTS is illustrated in
Figure 14 and represents the alkene formation step. The β-Cs
in these TSs are mildly carbenium like in character in
comparison to the α-Cs, which are bonded to the gallium
center and are carbanion-like (see Figure S1). Figure 15 shows
that the activation enthalpy for ethane vs propane dehydrogen-
ation decreases from 35.8 to 23.4 kcal/mol. This decrease is
attributable to the electrostatic induction effect associated with
the additional methyl group to the β-C. On the other hand, a
smaller decrease in the activation enthalpy is observed on
progressing from propane to the butane dehydrogenation: 23.4

to 19.8 kcal/mol. The smaller change is due to the location of
the electron-donating group one backbone carbon away from
the β-C. In contrast, the activation enthalpy for isobutane
dehydrogenation is higher than that for butane dehydrogen-
ation: 22.3 vs 19.3 kcal/mol. In this case, the inductive effect of
the additional methyl group adjacent to the β-C may be offset
by a steric hindrance associated with the TS for isobutene
formation requiring a tertiary C to orient itself for the
formation of dihydrogen and isobutene in the tight space
around the available proton, with which it interacts. However,
since the gain in activation entropy is nevertheless favorable for
the isobutene formation TS due to the release of both
dihydrogen and alkene, the alkyl mechanism on [GaH]2+

nevertheless remains the most favorable dehydrogenation
pathway, even for iC4 dehydrogenation.

5. CONCLUSIONS

We have investigated the relative stability of several reduced Ga
cationic species and their activities for the dehydrogenation of
light alkanes. This effort has involved an examination of the free
energy landscape for all processes and has used energetic span
analyses to identify the rate-determining TS for each reaction
process. Electronic structure calculations were carried out with
a quantum mechanics/molecular mechanics model that uses a
range-separated hybrid density functional and accounts for
dispersive interactions, together with a high-order basis set. The
molecular mechanics portion of these calculations involves
parameters chosen to capture experimentally measured heats of
adsorption for a wide variety of adsorbates (polar and
nonpolar) in different zeolites. Our analysis has revealed that
univalent and divalent gallium hydrides, [GaH2]

+ and [GaH]2+

respectively, are more active for dehydrogenation in compar-
ison to H+ sites and thermodynamically stable Ga+ sites.
Overall, [GaH]2+ is found to be the most active site for light
alkane dehydrogenation. The TS for this site provides enthalpic
stabilization for C−H cleavage via alkyl and carbenium
dehydrogenation pathways. In contrast, the TS for carbe-
nium-like C−H cleavage on Brønsted acid sites is found to be
less enthalpically favored due to the limited electronic
interactions of this TS with the atoms in the framework and
the proton. Activation barriers predicted under the reaction
conditions for light alkane dehydrogenation are in good
agreement with available experimental data which have been
measured for alkane to alkene dehydrogenation in H-MFI and
Ga/H-MFI. With increasing length of the alkane, we find that
constrained TSs can become less favorable due to increasing
entropic penalties relative to the gas-phase alkanes. We also
observe that the alkyl mechanism becomes more favorable with
increasing chain length because of the enthalpic favorability of
the TS responsible for the second C−H cleavage step leading
to light alkene formation.

6. ADDITIONAL NOTE

During the resubmission of our manuscript, a paper appeared
dealing with the dehydrogenation of light alkanes over Ga/H-
MFI.85 In this study, the catalytically active site is taken to be a
Ga+ cation coordinated with one charge-exchange site and a
proton on an NNN charge-exchange site. The authors of this
paper analyze the Gibbs free energy and enthalpy landscapes on
which the dehydrogenation of propane occurs. DFT calcu-
lations were carried out for a periodic model of the zeolite using
a dispersion-corrected PBE functional and a plane-wave basis

Figure 15. Illustration of the effect of increasing chain length and
substitution on light alkene formation TSs in the alkyl light alkane
dehydrogenation mechanism on [GaH]2+. Only the QM region from
the QM/MM model has been displayed here for illustration purposes.
The green arrow indicates the β-C on a particular light alkene
formation TS.
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set. The authors also propose that [GaH]2+ sites can reduce to
form a pair of Ga+ and H+ sites; however, the saddle point for
this process was not defined nor was the role of Al−Al
distances21,25 on the stability of [GaH]2+ considered.
We have used our energetic span model to analyze the free

energy surface presented in this study for the dehydrogenation
of propane, so as to compare these results with the findings that
are reported in our work. We estimate the free energy spans for
the two steps that are found to compete with each other as the
RDTSs for propane dehydrogenation at 783 KC−H cleavage
and H2 eliminationhave almost identical free energy spans,
ΔG⧧ ≈ 78 kcal/mol. The aforementioned value is smaller than
the free energy span predicted using our model for propane
dehydrogenation on Ga+ (ΔG⧧ ≈ 85 kcal/mol) under the
authors’ stated reference conditions; nonetheless, this afore-
mentioned value of ΔG⧧ is much higher than those for
[GaH]2+ and [GaH2]

+ discussed in the present study (ΔG⧧ ≈
67 and 72 kcal/mol, respectively). We also note that this
aforementioned estimate of the free energy span for propane
dehydrogenation predicted in the new study is much higher
than that which would be predicted by considering [GaH]2+ as
the resting state on the free energy surface, found by the
authors of ref 85, ΔG⧧ ≈ 56 kcal/mol Furthermore, the
possibility of [GaH2]

+ formation at the end of the catalytic
cycle was not considered in the newly published study. This is a
significant consideration, because we have demonstrated in
Text S2 that the free energy barriers responsible for the
formation of gallium hydrides from alkyl Ga hydride
intermediates are kinetically favored over those of univalent
Ga species. Therefore, we propose that Ga+ sites, which may be
thermodynamically stable in Ga/H-MFI, are less likely to
catalyze C−H cleavage steps as effectively as [GaH]2+ sites and
are more likely to form kinetically favored [GaH2]

+ sites under
the reaction conditions.
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